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Rocketeers who anticipate rocket flights that may exceed 5,500 ft are required to familiarize 

themselves with the following protocol that applies to all extended altitude flights from the Rabbit 

Hill launch site: 

1. Plan ahead!  One week prior to attending the BARC launch where you expect to conduct an 

extended altitude flight, send an email notification to BARC2014@comcast.net that lists the 

number of flights and their expected altitudes.  This information will be used to help to 

determine: 

a. Launch windows with PHL ATCs 

b. An Extended Altitude Launch Plan that shares available onsite launch time slots. 

2. On Launch Day, the club’s FAA waiver POC (Club President): 

a. Makes the morning 1 hour prior notice call to PHL - gives PHL time to coordinate w/ 

DOV, ACY, and locally. 

b. Makes the 15 min. prior to 1
st

 launch call: 

(1) Advises the PHL watch supervisor if there are any requests to go above 

5,500’. 

(2)  PHL advises BARC when they will have slow arrival periods (normally during 

the odd hours 0900, 1100, etc.) 

c. 15 minutes prior to an extended altitude launch, call to verify the launch window is 

available. 

d. Calls when the extended altitude launches are completed and operations up to 5,500 

ft are to be resumed 

 

All attempts will be made to fairly distribute the available extended altitude time slots among the 

launch attendees.  Launch Priority will be given as follows: 

• Those who provide the 1 week advance notice extended altitude launch list. 

• Existing BARC members in good standing. 

• Multiple launches by the same person will be rotated to give others a launch opportunity 

before their next launch rather than having two extended launches in a row. 

 

Please remember, this is a new process that will take place in real time.  Members should expect 

delays and possible last minute changes - at least until the process has been “fine-tuned” with PHL 

ATC and the FAA Support Specialist. 

The important thing to remember is that thanks to the cooperation between BARC, the FAA, and 

PHL, we did not loose our launch capability to 8,000 ft. 


